
SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum Performance Baths

The ITx000 range from Ratek is designed to deliver optimum performance for immersion heater 

circulators. The insulated construction ensure heat loss is kept to a minimum, reducing the heating 

power required as well as ensuring stable temperature control. The rounded corners of the 

seamless tank ensures excellent water flow around the tank to aid in temperature uniformity 

within the bath and also make for easy cleaning.

IT
Insulated Water Baths

The sturdy exterior case is constructed from stainless steel which is then 

power-coated to give maximum corrosion resistance as well as to withstand daily 

knocks and bumps. 

All models have options for removable bridge plates and lids for easy cleaning. 

These bridge plates provide a shelf for the immersion circulator to rest on whilst 

minimising the amount of steam around the controls. The bridge plate also 

provides a neat platform for the lids to seal against, helping to minimise steam 

around the working area. Optional bridge-mounted re-circulation ports are 

available on all models, which are easily connected to an immersion circulator to 

provide external circulation from the bath to create a closed loop system, and to 

assist with emptying of the water when required.

Ratek insulated baths are built to last, and designed for you to get the most out 

of your precision Ratek immersion circulator.

AUSTRALIAN 3 PARTS WARRANTY
YEAR

MADE & SUPPORTED

1
0

 Seamless Stainless Steel Tank

 Powder-Coated Stainless Steel Case

 Available In 3 Sizes

 Excellent Temperature Stability

 Optional Bridge Plates, Lids & Ports

 Designed For THx000 Range

Product Code Description

IT700B, IT1100B, IT2400B Bridge plate to suit Ratek THx000 immersion circulator - no ports

IT700BP, IT1100BP, IT2400BP Bridge plate to suit Ratek THx000 immersion circulator - 2 ports

IT700FL, IT1100FL, IT2400FL Flat stainless lid to suit bath without bridge plate

IT700FLB, IT1100FLB, IT2400FLB Flat stainless lid to suit bath with bridge plate

RELATED PRODUCTS

IT 

Usable tank capacity IT700 - 7 litres
IT1100 - 11 litres
IT2400 - 24 litres 

Tank depth 200mm

Dimensions at tank opening IT700 - 300 x 154mm
IT1100 - 300 x 239mm
IT2400 - 500 x 300mm

Dimensions at tank base IT700 - 245 x 105mm
IT1100 - 245 x 190mm
IT2400 - 440 x 240mm

Overall dimensions IT700 - L330 x W185 x H235mm
IT1100 - L330 x W270 x H235mm
IT2400 - L532 x W330 x H235mm

Usable opening with bridge 
fitted

IT700 - L135 x W154 x H200mm
IT1100 - L135 x W239 x H200mm
IT2400 - L352 x W300 x H200mm

Construction Insulated food grade seamless stainless bath, 
powder-coated stainless steel case.

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

THx000 - Immersion Circulators

Wide range of advanced digitally 

controlled heaters, with options for 

basic circulation right through to 

precision programmable control.
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